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The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute (IEICI) is your premier
gateway for doing business with Israeli companies. Established and funded by the
government and the private sector, IEICI’s expertise in technology and product
scouting, joint ventures and strategic alliances with Israeli companies spans more
than half a century.
Whatever your field is, IEICI offers access to relevant businesses and government
resources.
With expertise in Israel’s leading Industries, IEICI offers access to relevant
businesses and government resources and provides the information you need to
connect, negotiate and do business.
The IEICI’s Construction Technologies and Cleantech department has an intimate
acquaintance with the Israeli innovative Construction and Energy ecosystems,
which includes more than 400 companies and about 200 startups. It has the ability
to identify and match suitable potential business partners, organizing one-on-one
business meetings and is a focal point for contacts with the government as well as
with the industry.
This catalog demonstrates a sample of the Israeli abilities and know-how of
the thriving Construction Technologies ecosystem, we are here to support and
integrate you into these companies and more and assist you with navigating within
this growing industry.

Noa Aharoni
Manager, Construction-tech, Cleantech & Energy Sectors
Tel: +972 3 514 2846
Email: Aharoni@export.gov.il
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Foreign Trade Administration, Ministry of Economy & Industry

Israel’s Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of Economy & Industry is
responsible for managing and directing the international trade policy of the State
of Israel. The Foreign Trade Administration operates over 45 economic missions in
countries all over the world.
The Economic and Trade Mission in Munich is the representative of the Israeli
Ministry of Economy and Industry. Its primary mission is the promotion of business
relations between Israel and Germany, facilitating trade, economic cooperation,
joint projects, investments and R&D collaboration.
The team located in Munich assists Israeli and German companies and
organizations in opening doors and providing market information to facilitate
successful long-term relationships. As part of its services, the Munich office
provides German companies and organizations, in the construction sector as well
as other sectors, information about the dynamic Israeli innovation ecosystem and
supports direct interaction with the Israeli business community and individual
companies, by forms of trade shows, road shows and personalized business visits.

Yifat Inbar
Head of the Economic & Trade Mission, Munich
Tel: +49 (0)89 543486506
Email: Yifat.inbar@israeltrade.gov.il
Christina Gloger
Trade Officer Construction & Architecture
Tel: +49 (0)89 543486513
Email: Christina.gloger@israeltrade.gov.il
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Israel NewTech

The National Energy and Water Program, Israel NewTech, was established in 2006 under
the leadership of the Ministry of Economy and Industry, with the participation of ten
government ministries and official organizations. Israel NewTech focuses on water and
energy technologies and provides an infrastructure that encourages the development of
technologies in this sector.
Israel NewTech helps to advance Israel’s blossoming Cleantech sector by supporting
academia and research, encouraging implementation in the local market, and by helping
Israeli companies succeed in the international arena.

For more information on Israel NewTech,
please visit: www.israelnewtech.gov.il
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BuilderEdge

www.builderedge.com
Company at a Glance

Category
Software
Project Management

With BuilderEdge, companies turn construction projects into production lines.
Plan: Generate extremely detailed project schedule, budgets, and quality controls.
Manage: Ensure that everyone works on the production line, collecting data in real
time from job sites via mobile apps.
Analyze and Adjust: Use the schedule and budget reporting tools to analyze results,
improve workflows, and effectively manage subcontractors.

Technologies & Products
BuilderEdge is built on Salesforce’s Force.com platform.
BuilderEdge is a construction project management platform that automates project
scheduling, quality assurance management, document management and more.

Goals
Lead generation, brand awareness, networking and collaborations.

BACK TO CONTENTS
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Civdrone

www.civdrone.com
Company at a Glance

Category
Construction
Site Optimization
Land Surveying

Civdrone is developing an autonomous land surveying drone with marking
capabilities. The drone physically installs IOT stakes into the soil and immediately
codes it with the information the general contractor needs. Reading the
instructions from the stake couldn’t be simpler by using our app instead of reading
numbers off from slips and paper sheets.
The construction industry is finally starting to understand the benefits of
embracing technology on site.
Drones, robotics, autonomous machinery and BIM technology are among the
leading construction tech trends, Civdrone is a mesh of them all.

Technologies & Products
Our first product includes an autonomous drone that is capable to insert smart
stakes into the soil. Civdrone solution is much faster, more reliable, elegant, simple
and smarter than the current method.
Each smart stake has a readable tag (QR/RFID) that is coded with the precise
instructions based on the BIM model and construction plan.
The cost of these marking is 1.5%-2% from the entire cost of infrastructure
construction projects which require hundreds and even over a thousand of
markings everyday.

Goals
Finding early adapters and more strategic partners.

Video

BACK TO CONTENTS
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DS Constructions

www.ds-ltd.co.il
Company at a Glance

Category
Prefabricated Houses &
Structures
Land Surveying

DS Constructions Ltd. is one of the major roofing companies in Israel and is also
the developer and manufacturer of the ‘D-HOUSE ‘- a sophisticated pre-fab
housing system. The company was established in 1991 and has a lot of knowledge
in its area of expertise.
The company manufactures a wide range of roofing products and acts as ”one
stop shop” for different kinds of services (Consultation > Design > Planning >
Manufacturing > Construction works- all based on our core materials).
DS Constructions’ products are implemented and used in the construction
process of many types of structures- stadiums, airports, sports halls, train and bus
terminals and many more.

Technologies & Products
The D-HOUSE system- a newly developed technique for the construction of
frameworks for low-middle structures and residences, up to 4 stories in height.
The uniqueness of this system lies in the strength of the frame and the time saved
by using it. In most cases, additional steel construction or concrete columns are
necessary - the walls are the only support the structure requires. The D-HOUSE
core material, the ‘D-LOCK-T’ cassettes, could be manufactured on site and save
time, money and transportation- a locally made product!

Goals
DS Constructions is looking for overseas representatives and distributors for its
D-HOUSE system and for its roofing products. DS is also interested in big roofing
and/or pre-fab projects on a one-time basis, but we are more interested in
establishing long-term relationships with distributors that could have access to a
wide range of future projects.

Clips
D-LOCK
Vapor barrier
Glass wool

Video
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Foldstruct

www.foldstruct.com
Company at a Glance

Category
Facades
AI Optimization
Design
Fabrication
Advanced Materials

Foldstruct combines unique AI algorithms with automated manufacturing to
produce an iconic freeform architecture for mainstream budgets.
Foldstruct’s complete design-to fabrication solutions allow any developer to
achieve a landmark project and increase their ROI without having to worry about
the complications, costs and risks associated with advanced manufacturing.
Our technology transforms industry standard materials like never before, allowing
mass-customization while saving time, money and transportation costs.
Using the technology, planners can reach their dream forms with pre-estimated
costs, automated detailing and complete BIM integration.

Technologies & Products
Solutions range from facade systems, freeform thin-shell structures, urban design
and more.
Foldstruct has developed patent-pending fabrication techniques that are specially
made to allow mass-customization without the need for expensive moulds, while
using industry standard materials.
It provides an integrated solution for the construction of freeform geometries,
starting from concept design, through optimization and final assembly. The end
results are energy efficient facades that embed smart materials and coatings and
can be integrated into any building type, new or old.

Goals
Focusing on the clients’ needs, custom-made solutions can be tailor fitted to any
project. Foldstruct searches collaborators from the following sectors:
Construction and real estate- developers looking to increase their ROI on projects.
City planners - interested in urban renewal, smart construction and aesthetic
architecture for their cities.
Contractors -looking to expand their reach of services and gain an edge in the
market.
Architects- looking to offer freeform designs to their clients.

BACK TO CONTENTS
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Just Manage

www.justmanage.com
Company at a Glance

Category
Software

By using our holistic digital toolbox, construction companies achieve project
management improvements, shorten construction time, increase quality and
safety and improve financial results. We take time seriously – in JM everything is
synchronized with the project schedule. Quality, safety, plans & drawings, site diary,
company knowledge base and more are all connected to your day to day on-site
activities.
Just manage was founded by Ari Urieli, former CEO of Tidhar, During his 14 years in
the position, Mr Urieli has set very high standards and led the Tidhar to be Israel’s
no. 1 construction company. After completing his position at Tidhar, Mr Urieli had
been working on the development of digital tools in order to improve control and
results of construction projects, while using his many years of experience by
assimilating the methodologies within Just Manage tools.
Mr Urieli also won the prestigious national awards for building quality.

Technologies & Products
Just Manage have both web apps and mobile apps that give the users the required
flexibility and collaboration between office and field work.

Goals
To meet bussines partners and customres that together we will open new markets
abroad.

BACK TO CONTENTS
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Nano Z Coating

www.nanoztec.com
Company at a Glance

Category
Chemical-resistant
Coatings

NANO-Z COATING LTD was founded in 2011 as a research and development
laboratory who deals with nanoscale coating and compound materials. The
company was established as a commercial company in 2013 and scaled up to
be one of the leading companies in the field in Israel and in the world dealing
especially with original and pure Nano metric coating materials precisely modified
for their particular purposes.

Technologies & Products
The company offers unique nanometric coating solutions like water repellent for
minerals, nano-Glass for interior and exterior coatings, anti-Graffiti coatings, water
based sealer, water-based coating for separation of casting concrete molds and
anti-corrosion coating.

Goals
Meeting distributors, representatives, construction companies, maintenance
companies and municipalities.

BACK TO CONTENTS
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Okibo

www.okibo.com
Company at a Glance

Category
Robotics & Automation
for Construction

Okibo startup is developing intelligent, mobile, multi-purpose and autonomous
robots for construction sites use.
Okibo uses autonomous robotics algorithms, advanced computer vision, laser
detectors, geo-positioning, and inertial motion sensors to operate at, and
assimilate into any construction site.
The robot’s versatile robotic manipulators enable the programming of a multitude
of tasks that are today performed by manual labor or limited machinery.

Technologies & Products
The company’s first product is a robot for external/internal wall rendering that will
be used to simplify and lower costs of handling external/internal wall isolation.

Goals
Present prototype, meet potential customers and strategic partners, secure future
pilots with global clients, identify potential investors.

Video

BACK TO CONTENTS
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ParaGroup Israel

www.paragroup.org
Company at a Glance

Category
Design Construction
Optimization
AI Based Automization
Smart Platforms for
AEC Industry

Based in Tel-Aviv - Israel, the company has been co-founded by Designers
Ionathan Lazovski & Yuval Kahlon in 2011, as a result of the increasing demand
for smart solutions in the fields of Design and Construction. Since then, we
have worked to develop a system of AI-based services which can meet the
core needs of the AEC & Infrastructure industries. ParaGroup’s core business is
optimization of the execution and assembly stage by intervening at the design
stage. ParaGroup uses state of the art algorithms associated with the field of
Machine-Learning (ML), which is the most popular field toady of AI when it comes
to the amount of research and available algorithms. ParaGroup differentiates itself
from its competition by its invaluable interdisciplinary knowledge and rare human
resources, setting one foot in the world of AEC and the other in the world of AI
technology.

Technologies & Products
ParaGroup offers various services under the umbrella of AI-based optimization:
from reducing material costs and easing construction methods via execution and
assembly optimization, through the bespoke development of in-house platforms
for AEC related factories (including tailored software solutions for Engineering
and Design departments) and up to instructional services in the field of AI for
computational design.

Goals
Acquiring clients and strategic partners such as real-estate developers, building
and infrastructure contractors, construction pre-fab Industries, construction
core factories, technological and start-up companies from the field of AEC and
Infrastructure.

Video

BACK TO CONTENTS
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Tomak

www.tomak.co.il
Company at a Glance

Category
Dry-Glazing Balustrade
System

Since 1993 Tomak specializes in design, manufacture & installation of architectural
glass solutions. Tomak produces glass balustrade solutions & developed the most
advanced dry-glazing system that is strong [over 3.0 Kn], flexible & adjustable.
The Tomak dry-glazing system allows savings in all aspects: product costs, site
adaptability, ease of installation, a unique patented glass alignment mechanism & a
unique patented glass locking system.

Technologies & Products
Tomak has developed an outstanding “Dry-Glazing” system that allows tackling all
the site conditions in the field with the same product portfolio.
The unique design of the Tomak channels allow for low-weight profiles to
withstand heavy loads and allow connection of hardware for all mounting options
needed.
With our patented “Glass Alignment Mechanism” you can align the glass to be
straight from within the balcony and with great ease.
Tomak’s unique “Triple Action Wedge” allows you to lock the glass into position
while securing the wedge to the base channel for a 100% safe lock.

Goals
Looking for partnerships and distributors.

Video

BACK TO CONTENTS
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Univercol colors

www.univercol.com
Company at a Glance

Category
Aluminum Extrusion
Profiles
Metal Doors & Windows

Univercol of Nirlat Group was founded in 1949. The company is Israel’s leading
industrial paint manufacturer of Electrostatic Powder Coating. Univercol sells in
Israel and exports to the Middle East, Europe, and the USA.
Univercol’s products provide coating solutions to aluminum extrusion profiles and
doors, wrought iron, galvanized surfaces, as well as structural steel and a wide
variety of industrial surfaces and decorative products. The company offers an
extensive range of colours in different finishes, chemistries and gloss levels.

Galvanized Surfaces
Steel Elements
Powder Coating

Technologies & Products
Digital Powder Painting (D.P.P.) – An innovative digital powder coating painting
system that allows users to apply various shades and patterns on aluminium
profiles used for windows and other architectural metal components
Now for the first time, it’s possible to achieve endless design possibilities including
an uncompromising standard quality of Powder Coating - D.P.P. is a registered
patent.
D.P.P. is a cutting-edge development of Univercol, the leading producer of Powder
coating in Israel which also markets its products overseas.

Goals
Presenting Univercol’s innovative product, Introducing Univercol Poland new
company, identify potential investors.

BACK TO CONTENTS
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